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Guild 0/ Bnok Workers 9th Anniversary Seminar on the Standards of
'~'rceLLence, Portland, Oregon, October 28-29, 1989
BASIC PAPER TREATMENTS FOR PRINTED BOOK
MATERIALS / Peter D. Verbc.Ycn
In October of J 989, at the Guild of Book Workers' Standards of Excellence
Seminar, Betsy Palmer Eldridge gave a presentation on "Basic Pnper Treatments for
Printed Book Materials." This 2Y2 hOLlr presentation was a very ambitious undertaking, but she did a magnificent job.
Since these presentations and the synopses that later appeared in the CBW Newslet/el", there has been some discussion. The presentations and these articles are not to
be construed as a "how to" of basic paper conservation but rather as an introduction
for those with interest but little experience. For the more experienced, they present
the methods of the individual conservator for dealing with common problems. None
of these methods is the only way to calTY out a specific treatment. Each project has its
own challenges and no two are alike. It is therefore important to continue to build our
knowledge through both reading and the lessons of experience.
To facilitate our understanding and to allow us to concentrate on the demonstrations as they were performed, Betsy Palmer Eldridge provided us with a very
detailed and useful outline. Her presentation was divided into 12 sections that
introduced the major problems and treatments that book conservators might be faced
with when working with paper.

WORKSPACE CONSIDERATJONS
Environmental concerns of the workspace, such as humidity. temperature, and
lighting, should be monitored and modified when necessary. Anytime we undertake
wet treatments, humidity can become a concern. It can be monitored by using
recording hygrometers or humidity indicator paper, which Betsy Palmer EldJidge
recommends highly. In contrast to the recording devices or even the simpler yet still
expensive dial-type devices, the indicator papers are inexpensive, reasonably reliable,
and long lasting. They can be placed throughout the shop and wi I! point out trouble
spots of high humidity. Air conditioners and dehumidifiers can and should be used in
the summer and humidifiers should be used in the winter. A simple window fan can
also work wonders to remove localized humidity.
With lighting, the main concern is ultraviolet light, which can cause problems
even after a brief exposure period. Direct sunlight, indirect "north" light, and
fluorescent lights emit ultraviolet light. Light from these sources can be filtered with
ultraviolet filtering shades and sleeves that cnn be purchased from places like Light

~

strip is then placed in the "puddle" of water with a piece of Mylar on top. This is
allowed to "marinate" for about one minute. The pH is read by comparing the color
of the strip with the color chali on the box.
When using the digital meter, the same first steps are followed, except that now
the electrode is placed in the droplet. When the display has stabilized, we have the
proper reading. In testing the pH, the localized application of water can create
tidelines in the paper. These can be prevented by "walking out" the potential stain
with a collon swab lightly moistened with either water only or a combination of
water and alcohol (Figure I).

Impressions, University Products, or most any archival supply house. Regular incandescent lights do not cause problems, except for heat buildup.
No matter where we live or work, water is not pure H20. It may contain undesirable metals such as iron and copper. It may also contain minerals such as magnesium
and calcium, which are desirable as they provide a buffer against acids in the paper.
Water may also contain contaminants such as bacteria, particulate materials. and
other chemicals that are added to make it safe to drink. These are not necessarily
good for the paper. Spring water often provides a natural source of good water
because it has a high concentration of minerals and because it is relatively pure.
Well water, tap water, and rain water calTY with them the problem of contaminants,
metals, additives, and possibly low pH levels. City and rain water often have acidic
pH levels. The best way to deal with this would be to deionize and reca1cify the water
as this would remove all the impurities and return a mineral component to the
water. However, this is an expensive proposition. Charcoal filters, although not ideal,
will at least filter out many contaminants and most particulate matter. In addition to
this, we should monitor the pH and, if low, adjust it with calcium or magnesium
additives.
Hazards abound all around the working space. Betsy Palmer Eldridge suggested
that we keep our tools and liquids in a separate container such as a photo tray to avoid
potentially dangerous situations such as spills and scattered tools. She also suggested
that we not store things above our benches. Children and pets, especially cats, should
be kept clear of work spaces, even though this may sometimes be difficult to achieve.
We should also avoid creating problems by bringing the objects we are working on
in contact with jewelry. make up, drinks, and worst of all dirty, greasy hands. She
also suggested that we have separate aprons for book and paper work. as well as a
separate area that is free from leather parings, dyes, and other binding-associated
hazards.

l'igLlI'C I

EXAMINATION AND TESTS
Before beginning any actual work, certain steps should be taken. The purpose of
these steps is to analyze the paper for fiber type and for the presence of sizing to help
establish which problems caused the deterioration of the paper and to determine an
appropriate treatment.
One of the first steps is testing the pH. This testing should be conducted on the
surface of the object as opposed to extracting a sample, which is a destructive
process. There are various methods that can be used to test the pH. Digital pH meters.
although being very accurate once properly calibrated, are a bit more complicated to
use than are the inexpensive indicator strips. The most useful indicator strips have a
range of 0-14 for liquids and 0-6 and 5-10 for paper. A piece of Mylar is placed
underneath the page to be tested, a drop of water is placed on the paper and the pH
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"Walking out"' a tide line rrom un item with a
piece or damp paper lowel or callan.

The pH should not be tested on the title page but rather on an inconspicuous spot
t()\\"ard the back of the book. It is also a good idea to lest more than one spot on a page
(i.e., the center and toward one of the edges) and to average the reading. The top edge
is likely to have a lower reading than are the center or the bottom of the page because
of the accumulation of dust, which is acidic.
The decision of whether or not to deacidify a page should also take into account
the strength and nature of the paper. Many older papers (pre-l800s) have a pH of 45
All
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by the author.
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to 6.0 but may be more sound and in better physical condition than a nt;wer paper
with a similar or higher pH, which may crumble. Some items cannOI be deacidified
because they are pH sensitive, perl1aps IC3ding to color shifts The point of this is to
indicat~ that !'actors other than just pI-! must also be weighed when determining the
treatment.
Another test that must be performed checks for the solubility of the inks used in
signatures or colors in iJlustrations. Th-:s~ may be sensitive to water and the many
other solvents under consideration. In tht; same manner as when we were testing for
pH, a droplet of the solvent in question is placed on an incoJl"picuous ~'fJot and then
observed under a magnifying glnss or microscope for nn; movement. A dry cotton
swab can be rolled o\'er to see if it picks up color. In either case, the inks are soluble
in that solution. Inks that arc soluble in water can be fixed in either paraffin in hexane
or cellulose acetate in acetone. Klucel G in ethanol also works well but be sure to
check for solubility in alcohol. The first two should only be used in very well
venti];iled areas, preferably in a fUlllchood.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

A complete treatment proposal must be written nnd approved by the owner before
any treatment can begin. The proposal should include the identification of the object,
its value if available, a complete description including missing pages, plalcs. etc., the
proposed tremment, cost, and an estimated date of completion. The proposal should
be realistic, i.e.. stains "reduced as much as possible" rather than "removed."
Besides the proposal, the condition should be documentecl, including tht; results of
the lests that \\CIT carried OUI, and any complications such as mold damage, tape, old
repairs, or other damages. It is eSIJ~cially important that the ill:lll be col luted,
including aillcaves from the front pasle down to the back, particularly if the object is
to be pulled completely for washing. The pages mny have erratic pagination or none
at alL as is common in older materinls. The method thai Belsy Palmer Eldridge
recommends is to alll'C1v.\' use a pencil on the reverse lower corner using lellers from
the front unlil the pagination is clearly marked and numbered from the back.
I is also necessary to check the complete text to m3ke certain lhal no problems
such a~ missing pagt;s or unlnar],.cd plates have heen overlookcd. This should be
done as carefully as possible to avoid o\etlooking problems alll] to protect ourselves against any future claims. Th.: owner should be notified if any problems
appear or develop that require consultation. The lin3] treatment report should also
include the materials and IllelhoJs used to complete the job. An essential ~ll:p in
conservation is to photograph the project before and after, showing the endpapers.
tith~ pagl:, and examples of text alld illustrations in addilion to photos of unusual
rindings. The photos should include color and size guides that are available at better
photo shops.

Very often there are special problems that must be dealt with before washing,
deacidification, and other conservation work can begin. First there is mold, which
Betsy Palmer Eldridge divided into three categories. The first is invisible mold. Mold
spores are everywhere and there is very little we can do about them. They remain
nondangerous as long as the environment in which they exist is not conducive to
their growth. This means that the environment should have a low relative humidity
(rh) and should not be excessively warm.
Visible heavy mold is best removed alive, meaning as intact as po~,sible. This is
1101 achieved by erasing it away, a proe-:ss which just grinds it into the paper. The
most effective way to remove the mold is with a vacuum aspirator, which is nothing
more than a vacuum cleaner hose lhat has been naITowed to a fine point by (l[l~ching
a sm3]] funnel to the end. The bag should be discarded afterwnrds or disinfected and
washed. Mold can also be killed with alcohol
Mold can be killed or at least rendered inactive by exposure to sunlight (ultraviolet
light) or by frt;<;·ing. Tn certain cases, excessive deposits of mold should be killed
before removal. Betsy Palmer Eldridge referred to two methods for doing this. The
first makes use of the "Horton humidifier." This is made of two garbage containers,
one smaller than the other, the smaller placed inside tbe larger, with the area between
the two filled with some \\ater. Fonnaldehydc is placed in a glass in the smaller
container in which the books are fanned oul. The large can i:> then covered crcating a
high-humidity microclimate.
Although this method kills the mold. it does have somc dis,ldvantages. It is very
toxic 3nd, as a hardener of proteins (certain glues, ri'lutivcs, and emulsions), may set
stains, tidelines, and other discolorations. The second method involves a thymol
chamber in which the thymol crystals arc dissolved over a light bulb in the chamber
and the books left therein for one to three weeks. The disndvnntage of this is thnt it is
slow.
Tape is another of those cornplications that provides the conservator with hours of
endless "joy." Very often the client \\ill anive with n book \\hich, at some point in
time, was mended with tape by some well-meaning pL.1'son (never the client). We are
then faced with the task of removing this with as little damage nnd cost as possible.
Oftcn an effective way of dealing with recently npplied tape is to place the object
in a frecler for an hour. This will reduce the tack of the adhesive. Heating the tape
with a tacking iron with silicon release paper betwecn it and the object will sometimes soften the adhesive allowing the carrier to be lifted off. This should be done by
pulling the carrier back upon itself sharply. Solvcnts, which may also be used to
remove the calTier, can then be used to clean up the adhesivc residue. Acetone,
toluene. hexane, and tetrahydrafueron (THF) are the most effective. They can be
used by themselves or in combination.
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TREATMENT PROPOSAL

I
III
I

It is a good idea to start with the weakest solvent and work your way lip in
strength. Because of the health risks involved with using these, gloves and a
respirator with the appropriate filter (organic vapors) are essential. They must not be
used in unventilated areas. If no fume hood is available or doing the work out of
doors is not feasible, mount a window fan and open another window. Work in front
of the fan with it blowing the fumes out. Apply the solvents with cotton swabs, by
brushing or bathing It is best if this is done from the back side of where the tape was,
with a piece of blotter directly next to the stain/adhesive. This way the residue is not
pulled further into the object. When directly applying a liquid solvent, take the same
precautions as when working with water beCaLlse solvents can also cause stains.
The easiest and safest method, however, for both object and conservator, is to use
the solvent in its vapor form by Llsing a "solvent microclimate" with blotter paper
stuffed inside. A squat, wide-moLlthed jar is soaked with solvent then turned upside
down over the tape dC., allowing the heavier-than-air solvent vapor to sufficiently
soften the adhesive to allow easy tape removal. A poultice using the same theory can
also be made with blotter or "Gore-Tex," which is soaked with solvent and placed on
the object with a piece of Mylar on top to prevent a too rapid evaporation of the
solvent. The imp0l1ant advantage of both of these techniques is that they avoid
washing the adhesive residue into the paper fibers.
Another common problem is "dog ears" which always appear in books. They
should not be straightened dry because this will likely cause the fibers to break. The
best way to do this is to steam the corner, causing the fibers to relax. We can apply
moisture to the fold with a brush but excessive moisture can cause tidelines here lOa'
When the comer has been straightened il should be placed between small pieces of
Mylar and rubbed with a bone folder to reduce the crease. It is then pressed with the
weight of the remainder of the book block (Figure 2).
The actual treatment can now Ix:gin.

:1
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Figul'c 2

Usc or' a sLeamer
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DRY CLEANING
Dry cleaning is used to remove the surface dirt before any wet lreatments can
embed the dirt in the fibers. Bread was traditionally Llsed, but can leave residues th<.It
provide ideal nourishing grounds for mold and other pests. Other materials include
synthetic powders such as "scum-X," grated white vinyl erasers, erasing p<.Ids, and
just plain erasers. With all, it is import<.Int to not overly <.Ibrade the surface of the
paper.
It is important to work the eraser in only one direction, towards and off the edge of
lhe paper to a\oid wrinkles. The pads or powders should be used in a sm:dJ circular
fashion to moid streaks. To <.Ivoid getting skin oils on the paper. cotton gloves should
be worn or the free hand should rest on a pad of soft paper.

WASHING / NEUTRALIZATION
The major treatment th<.It binders race in conservation is the washing and neutraliz,ltiotl of the parer. This has the effect of re-establishing the chemical bonds. which
improves the strength of the paper and improves the appearance too. This is aecom··
plished by washing OUl the degradation products in the paper such as old rosin or
alum sizing. dirt, and soluble acids. This washing then brings the pH of the paper
closer to a neutral pI! of 7.
The items should be washed in a Dat-bottomed tray Wilhout ribbing at the bOllom,
which may damage the item. Photo trays such <.IS lhose from Ccsco-lile ,lre ideal and
arc availahle in rJl<lny sizes. Always SUppOJ1 the items being washed in the trJys
inste<.Id of allowing them to noat freely. For this, there is a wide range of materials.
Screening material of either nylon, fiberglass, or epoxy-coated aluminum work well.
Others include Hollyte.\. Rema}, or Pelion, all of which arc spun-bound polyc:-.tcrs.
These all work \vell. but we should be aware of potential problems. These problems
can include having the paLlcrn from the wire screen being impressed into the paper.
Pelion, being dimensionall) unswble. will stretell and deform, potentially causing
great damage to the object. Rernay and Hollytex will, with age, begin to "pill." which
can snag catch tears causing more damage.
I':or the aClual washing the ilems are interleaved with the SUppOl1 of choice and are
submerged a few at a time to ensure that all <.Ire welled out well. Washing should
begin with cold walcr ancl should be changed periodically c\'cry 30 minutes or so
until the wash waleI' is clear. For some tougher stains, raising the temperature of lhe
water C<.In help. However, if it is loa hot it will wash alit more of the gelatin sil.ing
which was widely used. This can turn a sound paper into something akin to blotter. If
this happens it will be necessary to resize the paper.

straighten a "dog car."
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ALKALIZAnON

After the actual washing, it is very often necessary to further deacidify the paper
by raising the pH above 7 and introducing a buffer, usually magncsium or calcium
carbonate. This will react with future acid in the paper rendeJing it halmless. Aside
from the carbonates. hydroxides are also widely used. They are much easier to use
but have the disadvantage of very high pHs which can be damaging to p<.lper in the
same \\ ay as acids and, therefore. must be diluted.
Therc are two widely used methods of deacidification: neutralization and
alkalization. The first is the "Banow Two Step." In this. calcium hydroxide [Ca(OH)2]
is mixed at 2g/liter according to Margaret Hey or at 4g/liter according to Ann Clapp.
Shake well and then let settle. In solution this will have a pH of 12 which recedes to
8 when the paper is dry. This solution is used for the first bath. The second bath is
made up of calcium bicarbonate [Ca(HCO,)2]. In this, calcium carbonate is mixed in
water at 7.3g1liter and bubbled with CO~ until elear. This second solution has a much
lower pH and is less a shock to the paper than the first.
An alternative is the so-called "Barrow One Step \1ethod" in which, usually,
magnesium carbonate is mixed in water and bubbled until clear. The result is
magnesium bicarbonate [Mg(HCO,)2]. Because of the presence of CO 2 , carbonic acid.
it is slightly aeidic in solution, around 6.5. but when dry the pH reaches 7.5 - 8.5.
Both of these methods leave behind alkaline reserve, which is desirable. They
each have their advantages and disadvantages. Calcium hydroxide is easier to make
as it is readily soluble in water. It neutralizes weak acids in the paper better and
creates a less hospitable environment for the growth of mold. Negative effects of its
use are that the higher pH can discolor lignin, a natural substance that is present in
almost all (especially cheaper grade) wood pulp papers. Therefore, it should not be
used at high pH values. It can also precipitate on the sllli'ace. Magnesium bicarbonate
is a better stabilizer of the metal paJ1icles that are sometimes present in paper and
water. Its lower pH is less of a shock to the paper and may result in less discoloration
of lignin in paper, but it is more complicated to mix.
OPTIONAL TREATMENTS

A light table is very useful for removing old repairs and making infills, and can be
made rather easily by taking an opaque piece of Plexiglas and backlighting it. A
tluorescent light under the Plexiglas in a photo tray works well. To remove old
mends, use a combination of overhead and reflected light to see the mends. Backlighting allows us to see if there is any fiber loss from skinning, for example. Raking
light can be used to see if there are any residues from adhesives or paper on the
surface.
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Figure 3

U,ing a waleI' pen 10 lrace lhe olltline or an area or los\ onlO mending ti"ue.

To make inlays, the object is placed on a wet piece of Mylar then is itself wetted
out. This allows it to expand and allows easy manipulation to align tears. Another
piece of Mylar is then placed on top. Using the light table, the area of loss is traced
onto tissue with a water pen or a very fine brush and tom into the desired shape
(Figure 3). It can then be pasted out and positioned with a slight overlap. A similar
procedure is used for dry inlays and rep<.lirs.
Float washing can be ideal for riskier items such as colored prints or manuscripts,
where we are uncertain of the st<.lbility of the inks and colors This allows us to
observe the stability of the colors as the object is being washed.
Using wetting agents such as alcohol helps the water penetr<.lte the paper better and
break down the sizing. Ethanol or isopropanol can be added directly to the water
before the items are placed in at a 1: I ratio as Margaret Hey recommends or at a 1: 16
ratio with the items being sprayed before being placed into the water.
Enzymes are very useful for delaminating endsheets or other papers or if sizing
agents need to be removed from the paper. Before lIsing them it is imp0l1ant to
determine whether the adhesi ve is a protein (animal glue) or a starch. as in the case of
paste. To break down protein-based adhesives we would use a protease, whereas for
starch-based adhesives we would use an amylase. Both of these are used in water at a
temperature of about 40°C, but not much hotter as this will kill off the enzymes.
Tough stains C<.ln often be worked out by using surfactants like "Orvus," which
helps break the suIi'ace tension or by using textile detergents. These are worked to <.l
froth with a soft brUSh and then rinsed away with flowing w<Jter, making sure that the
force of the water does not dam<.lge the item. Other stains might be better removed
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with alcohol or ammonium hydroxide. There are no clear cut solutions to any of
these problems so we should have an open mind and experiment with these. Always
test first for solubility of inks and other dangers.
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BLEACHiNG
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Bleaching is one of the most controversial treatments (mis)used by conservators.
Its purpose is to improve the appearance of the item by lightening discolorations and
reducing stains. Light bleaching is one of the easiest and safest methods \\ith a result
that lets the natural color of the item show rather than ending in a stark white.
Because sunlight degrades lignin and alum rosin si·.i:d paper, it is not advisable to
light bleach these. However, it is fine for rag papers. The item is placed in a
deacidification bath of magnesium bicarbonate with a clear Plexiglas cover raised
slightly above the tray to allow air to circulate, and thus prevent condensation and
heat buildup. This is placed in the sun or in an area of open shade until the desired
effect has been attained. The length of exposure depends on the latitude and time ()r
year. lfbanks of tluorescent lights are used. the method is the same but the duration is
longer because of the reduced intensity of the light.
The other alternative is the use of chemical bleaches. Used properly, chemical
bleaches can be effective, but sti II have many disadvantages. Bleach is a very caustic
substance and, as a result, can be vcry hard on paper. Visually the results are less
than pleasing too, unless you like stark white paper. For furthcr infonnation, Betsy
Palmer Eldridge suggest:> reading Margaret Hey's article in the Paper Conservator,
VoL 2,1977.

I

Figure.j

Pasting oUlthe revClv' of a picHe on glass in l>reparation !"pr lining wilh .Iapane.se paper.

pa~tt' on the Mylar \vith a sponge. Next, pick Lip the Mylar with the object still on it
and Jay on the lining tissue as ccnlered as possible. Now, carefully peel the Mylar off
the back of the lining liS"Ul~ at as sharp an angle as possible and replace it with a piece
of Remay. The excess moisture can be removed with a brayer rolled across a paper
towel or blotter. At this limc, the fibers can be lightly pounded with a stiff brush to
smooth aLit any wrinkles or ll) ensure a good bonding. if necessary, repeat on the
other side and place bctw~en kits or smooth blotters under a piece or Plexiglas with
a light weight on top (Figmc 4).

LlNLNG

I
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When dealing with fragile materials it oFtcn becomes necessary to line thcm.
adding strength and dimensional stability. Rice or wheat starch used as adhesives
should be properly thinned down to something like skim milk in consistency. Betsy
Palmer EUridge pointed out that bookbinders, as a rule, use their paste much thicker
than do paper conservators. The lining material is almost alw:)ys Japanese paper;
although historically, silk, linen, and other materials have also been used. The choice
of tissuc is detenni ned by the weight and color of the object being lined. Kozo h:1<; the
longest fibers, but mitsumata and gampi are also very popular. However, gampi does
have a great deal of pull. When lining, both the liner and the object should be well
dampened on Mylar to allow them to relax and to give the conservator a last
opportunity to align tears The lining tissue should also be about an inch larger on
each side. Either the lining, the object, or occasionally both, may be pasted out.
making sure that the paste is brushed on very smoothly and not too thick. This avoids
having brush strokes show through on the completed object. Wipe away the excess

Figure 5

The edge of J lined pblt' being pa'led out for 'lreldl dlyill~ Oil a pie<.:e of FOrlni<.:a.

Ii
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Another way to dry the object is to stretch the tissue on a drying board, a piece of
Plexiglas, FOlmica, or even a clean tabletop. Place the lined object face-up on the
surface and then fold back and paste out the extending edges of the liner making sure
that the object is smoothed out. While drying, the f~bers will shrink and the object
wi II dry flat. Care should be taken in both methods to be sure that the character of the
paper and the impression of the type and textLlre are not destroyed. If stretched on a
piece oi ilexiglas, areas of loss can also be easily filled at the same time. The areas of
overbp should be well rubbed down through a piece of Mylar with a bone folder
(Figure 5).
DRYING AND HUMIDIFICATION

The purpose of drying and humidification is to remove the moisture from the
paper, leave the fibers in one plane without cockling, and flatten it wilhout losing
type punch and plate lines. There are several ways to humidify an object. The paper
can be directly sprayed, brushed, or ultrasonically humidified. A humidity chamber
may also be used. The double garbage can described previously can only be used
with cold water because hot water will cause lOO much condensation. Also a photo
tray with blotter can be saturated with waler and the object can be placed on a rack
with the tray covered.
In a ditlerent method the object can also be "marinated" in a sandwich in which it
is put between a piece of interleaving such as Remay or Gore-Tex, a wet blotter, and
finally, Mylar on each side. No weight should be placed on top as the object must
expand without wrinkling. Drying can be accomplished either unrestrained through
exposure to the air (drying rack), under pressure, or by stretching. When air drying,
the excess water on the surface may be removed with blotters. The object is then
placed on the drying rack with a SUppOI1 such as Remay underneath. Cockling when
drying is attributable to an uneven disuibution of moisture. This can be controlled by
placing a piece of Gore-Tex or even Remay on top.
When the objects are dry to the touch they should be placed between blotters and
boards with a light weight on top. If the sheets are too dry they may need to be
humidit~ed t~rst. To dry under pressure the same procedure is used as when humidifying, except in this case the blotters are dry. These should be changed as often as
necessary, generally three times at increasingly longer intervals. Stretch drying is
done the same way as described in the section for Jining.
RESIZING

paper feels like blotter after washing or if it feels very limp with little body, then
resizing should be considered. The different types of sizes are protein, starch,
cellulose ether, or synthetic based. Protein sizes are very dilute animal glues or
geJatins that are acidic. Parchment size is Imide from small pieces of vellum that have
been cooked, resulting in an alkaline ~iLC. These have traditionally been applied by
dipping the paper in a tub of the si7e.
Starches are very di lute, brushed-on pastes made from rice and wheat. These may
be slightly acidic. The pH of these can be raised by making the paste with alkalinized
water.
Cellulose ethers are methyl celluloses that are neutral in pH and are indigestible to
animals and moJd, which can be a problem with the other types of sizing agents.
Synthetics such as soluble nylon are no longer used because they are nonreversible,
cross link with age, and discolor. These sizings can be applied either by dipping,
brushing, or spraying. The choice depends on the strength of the paper and the
amount of sizing that should remain on the paper. Whether or not the paper is dry or
wel also influences the sizing process. If it is wet the size can be thicker because not
as much will be absorbed, whereas if the paper is dry the size should be thinner to
prevent excess stiffening. Sized paper is usually dried on a drying rack, then
humidified and flattened.

The E"d
The sections can then be assembled into a book block, given a final pressing and
bound. As Betsy said, "The end is but the beginning .. "
SOURCES OF USEFUL iNFORMATION

Books
Clapp, Ann F. The Curatorial Care of Works of Art on Paper. 3rd Rev. Ed. :"Jick
Lyons Books: New York, 1978
Cuhna, George Martin. Conservation of Library Materials. The Scarecrow Press:
Metuchin, NJ, 197 J.
Petherbridge, Guy. Conservation of Library and Archives Materials and the Graphic
Arts. Butterworths: London, J987.
Thomson, Gany. The Museum Environment. Butterwol1hs: London, 1986.
Ale PublicaliotlS

Resizing is often not necessary because washing will reactivate the fiber bonds
and the old sizing. Sometimes, however, it does become necessary. The purpose of
resizing is to gi ve strength to the tibers and to protect the surface of the paper. If the

The American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works, 1400 16th
Street, N.W., Suite 340, Washington, D.C. 20036
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fPC Publications

Vol 2, 1983
Smith, Men·j]y A., Jones, Norvell, M. M, P:.tge, Susan L., and Dirda, V1ari811
Peck. "Pressure Sensitive Tape and Tl.:chniCJues for its Remov81." p. 95.

The Institute 01 Pnpcr Conservation. Leigh Lodge, Leigh, Worcester WR6 5LB.
Great Blitain

The Papcr COf/serva/or
Vol 3, 1984
Keyes, Keiko M. "The Usc of t--riction Mounting 8S an Aid for Pressing Works on
Paper." p, 101.
Kohh::r, Stuart. "Spring Water and Pap~r Cons,~rvation." p. 105.
B8ker, Cmhlcen. "Se\cn llelpfuJ Ilinls for Use in Paper Conservation" p. I.

Vol. 2, IlJ77
I ley, Mnrgaret. "Paper Bleaching: Its Simple Chemislry and Working Procedure,,"' p, 10.
I hilton, Matthew. "EllLyrnes in Viscous Medium," p, 9,

VoL 5, 1986
B:JJ..\:r. Calhken, "The Doubk Sided l. ighl Bleaching Bank." p, 88.
G'lrlick, Karcn, ,./\ Brier Review of the History of Sizing." p, 94
Henry, Waller. "Rt.:sizing Following Aqueous Tre8tment: Oll1'ent American
PmcliL:c" p. 108

Vol. -J.. 1979
McAlIsland, Jane. and ~tevens, Phillip, 'Techniqucs 01' Lining 1'01' the SlIPPOl1 of
Fragile 'Works 01 Art on Paper." p, 33,
~tannnrd, Trcvor. "/\n IntrmJuctio[J to the Photographic Recording of Archiv~l
uterial rluring Conserv:.ttion." p, 45,
lie), Margaret. 'The Washing and Aqueoll'" Deacidification of Parer." p. 66.

VoL7,1988
Knllh, Leslie, "i\ Sllr"e~ of Reccnt Scientil'ic Research Which Has Caw.,,'d
Reevalualion ot Commonly Used Practices in Book Conservation." p. .10,

Vol. 10. 1986
Michels, Jan. nntl Boyd, John "A Book Con"ervator Borrows an SEM," p. 73.

Tile Paper COllsel1'a/ion CtlIalog

Sjxcio/ thonl,\ go to:

Fi,-..t hlilion. 1984
Humidification, Drying. / Hillelling

Bctsy Palmer Eldridge, 1'01' her fahulous pre"enl:ltion nnd outline, which formed the
na... i... for this rcpol1, and for her positive inpul and cl'ltiqlle or this aJ1iclc.

Second Edition, 1985
Neutralization nnd Alkalization

William Minter and N:lI1cie Ash for the lise of their nOles,

rifth Edition, 198R
'siting alit! Rcsizint!, COll<"lIlidalion / Fi\ing / Pacing, Lining

Pder Ver/1Iyell ha ... worked wilh John Dean in the con"ervalioIllun \\ hill' he w:h a
student at Johns Hopkin... Ullil,ersit~, He has 1Illerned with Gcorg Reinwald in the
conservation lah at the Gennani:..chcs Nnlional Museum in Nuremberg. Germany.
and ha... completed a formal. two year apprenticeship in hand bookbinding at the
KlIlllstbuchbinderei Klein in Gel.senkirchcn GeJ111any, Mr, Verhcycn has ... llldi~tI
with Julia Puissanl at the Professional School 1()r Book Resloration in A...cOlla,
Sv"iverl~lIld, with hank Mowery al the Folger Shake,.,pe£lrc Lihrary ill Washington,
D,C.. on a Melloll lnternshir, and laler with William Minter in Chicago. Mr.
Verhcyen has participated ill <.,l.:veraJ local. chaptcr, and national exhibitions. He is
currently Conservator nt Yale University and Chairman of the Exhibitions Committee for the Guild of Book Workers.

Designer Bool..binder Pub/it'a/iolls
De<.,ignel' Bookbinder" () Qucen Sqllan.:, London WC IN 3AR, Great Br'jtain

1'111' Ncll' BooJ..binder
Vol. 2. 19R2
'\rkParlanu. Maighread. "Book Consl'I'\'alilln Workshop MLlnll~d Part f\\'o: The
Nature <md ChCllli!\try 01' PilPCr. Its History, Analy<,cs £Ind Con<,crvatilln"
p. 17,
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